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Preface
The 2001 International Workshop on Combinatorial Image Analysis (IWCIA 2001)
was held on August 23–24, 2001 in Philadelphia, USA. Its Proceedings were pub-
lished electronically as Vol. 46 of Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science
〈http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs〉. The present special issue of Discrete
Applied Mathematics includes revised (and, in most cases, signi0cantly extended)
versions of 14 of the papers in the IWCIA 2001 Proceedings. These 14 papers cover
a wide range of topics, and show many di2erent ways in which ideas of discrete
mathematics are used in current research on image analysis.
Four of the papers relate to the reconstruction of images from projections. The one
by Gardun˜o and Herman discusses the representation of three-dimensional objects by
linear combinations of spherically symmetric basis functions called blobs. It proposes
a method of selecting the blob parameters for accuracy both of the reconstruction
and of visualizations based on the reconstruction. The papers by Kuba et al. and by
Liao and Herman both deal with binary tomography, in which the images are as-
sumed to have only two possible values (0 and 1). In the paper by Kuba et al., it
is further assumed that there is no 0 between any two 1s in any row or column,
and a polynomial-time algorithm is given for the reconstruction of such images from
absorbed projections. The Liao and Herman paper is motivated by the fact that ex-
cellent reconstructions can be obtained from projections if the images are known to
be samples from a Gibbs distribution; the paper compares methods of estimating the
parameters of such distributions from sample binary images. Svalbe’s paper discusses
the sampling properties of the Discrete Radon Transform, which models the process
of projection taking by replacing line integrals with sums of pixels, and shows in
particular that such a model can be used to reconstruct images from real projection
data.
Three papers deal with problems relating to digitizations of straight line segments,
circular arcs, and polygons in the plane. Klette and Rosenfeld review the literature
on digital straightness, which is closely related to problems in number theory and the
theory of words. They discuss characterizations of digital straight lines, as well as
algorithms for determining whether a digital arc is straight. Coeurjolly et al. present
an algorithm for recognizing whether a digital arc is the digitization of a circular arc,
as well as algorithms for segmenting a digital curve into digital circular arcs. Feschet
and Tougne treat the problem of characterizing rigid motions of an object that do not
a2ect the digitization of the object.
Three other papers study topological properties of discrete structures that model the
Euclidean plane, other surfaces, and objects in n-dimensional space. The paper by
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Ayala et al. deals with the authors’ general theory of n-dimensional binary images, in
which an “object” is de0ned as a set of open n-cells in a homogeneously n-dimensional
polyhedral cell complex, and a speci0ed “lighting function” (which satis0es a set of
axioms) is used to associate with every such object O certain lower-dimensional faces
of the elements of O. The authors show that (under hypotheses which are likely to be
satis0ed in practical applications) a group which was shown in their earlier work to
provide an appropriate de0nition of the fundamental group of an object also provides
an appropriate de0nition of the fundamental group of the complement of an object.
Fourey et al. de0ne a fairly general kind of discrete space that models the Euclidean
plane and other surfaces—a structure called a “GADS” that consists of a 2D surface
complex equipped with a pair of adjacency relations (on the vertices) that satisfy three
axioms. Basic properties of GADS are established, and some signi0cant results of
digital topology (such as a homotopy invariance theorem for intersection numbers of
digital paths, and a digital Jordan curve theorem) that have been established in the
literature for certain digital spaces are generalized to appropriate classes of GADS.
Slapal’s paper deals with closure spaces—generalizations of topological spaces that
consist of a set (in this paper, the set Z2) equipped with a “closure” operator which
need not be derived from a topology but is required to have some of the properties
of a topological closure operator. He de0nes an in0nite family of closure spaces that
model the Euclidean plane, and proves a Jordan curve theorem for those spaces that
includes as its simplest case a well-known Jordan curve theorem for Khalimsky’s digital
plane.
The remaining papers present methods of solving four quite di2erent kinds of prob-
lem from the 0eld of image analysis. Hong and Huang present their approach to the
problem of automatically extracting a spatial pattern from a set of sample images which
contain that pattern. They use attributed relational graphs (ARGs) to represent the sam-
ple images, and use the Expectation-Maximization algorithm to compute the parameters
of a set of probabilistic parametric ARGs that model a detected pattern in the images.
Lohou and Bertrand address the development of 3D parallel thinning algorithms whose
iterations select points for deletion based only on the values of their 26 neighbors.
Two such thinning algorithms are developed in their paper using a new design method
which, given an existing thinning algorithm, aims to produce another thinning algo-
rithm whose point deletion condition at each iteration not only preserves topology but
also is logically weaker (i.e., deletes more points) than the existing algorithm’s dele-
tion condition. The paper by Szczepanski et al. deals with color image enhancement.
It introduces and comparatively evaluates 0lters that utilize fuzzy measures applied to
image pixels connected by digital geodesic paths. Smid et al. formulate the problem of
0nding approximately planar regions in a terrain as an interesting combinatorial prob-
lem on weighted graphs embedded in a sphere. They present an algorithm that 0nds
the largest approximately planar region, and a heuristic that can quickly 0nd large
approximately planar regions.
The Guest Editors are very glad to have had the opportunity to coedit this special
issue, and we thank Peter Hammer for inviting us to do so. Our editorial work was
heavily based on the informative reports we received from our referees, to whom we
are most grateful and express our warm thanks. We must also thank the members of
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the IWCIA 2001 Program Committee, who reviewed the original versions of these and
many other papers when they were submitted to the Workshop in 2001.
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